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Abstract: Although choice may be seen as an end in itself, the papers included in this special issue of Health Economics, Policy and Law, examine choice policies in European systems of health care, which aim to be effective instruments for ameliorating the systemic pressures from the iron triangle of equity, efficiency, and cost. Three papers consider the nature of differences between and within countries following the Beveridge and Bismarck models of financing and organising the delivery of care, and how choices are changing within different systems. Within countries following the Beveridge model, current policies in England, Denmark and Sweden emphasise increasing patient choice of provider. Within countries following the Bismarck model, current policies in France and Germany seek to restrict choice of specialists by introducing ‘soft’ gatekeeping; and in the Netherlands there is a system of managed competition with choice of insurer that, in principle, allows insurers to contract selectively

1 Three of the papers included in this Special Issue of Health, Economics, Policy and Law, on choice in European systems of health care, were presented at a series of meetings of the European Health Policy Group (EHPG) between 2006 and 2008 at the Instituto Superior de Economia e Gestao in Lisbon, the Bertelsmann Foundation in Berlin, the Economic and Social Research Institute in Dublin, and the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE). Gwyn Bevan organised the selection and discussion of papers at these meetings. We are grateful to Carolyn Tuohy for giving an overview of these papers and the editorial, and commenting on each when these were discussed at a meeting focused on this special issue at the LSE in September 2008. In addition, we invited Mark Schlesinger to contribute a commentary and included a fourth paper presented at the EHPG meeting at LSE in September 2009 organised by Adam Oliver. The three editors agreed on papers to be selected for this special issue. David Wilsford prepared a first draft of this editorial to lay out the principal argument. Gwyn Bevan revised this to offer a commentary on the papers included in this special issue, and all three of us contributed to the redrafting.
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with providers. A fourth paper considers how government policies that seek to restrict choice within systems of universal coverage have been subject to challenges in the courts. A commentary explores the implications of the fraught and complex nature of choices between insurers and providers of health care for designing effective choice policies.

Introduction

The triangle of equity, efficiency and cost has been the overarching bane of health economists and health policy analysts for decades. How does one best reconcile the tension between the corners of ensuring equity (access by need and not by ability to pay), with efficiency (generating incentives to reduce costs and improve quality) and control total costs (paying for it all without breaking the national bank – as defined by total expenditure as a percentage of GDP)? Equity, efficiency and cost frame the constant tension permeating the equilibrium of this health policy triangle in any one system at any given moment. As far as we know, no nation’s government anywhere feels that they have struck the balance of an optimal and sustainable equilibrium. Indeed, Weale (1998) has argued that the cost constraint means that the three desiderata of a comprehensive service freely available to all of high quality generate an inconsistent triad: ‘a collection of propositions, any two of which are compatible with each other but which, when viewed together in a threesome, form a contradiction’. Within the confines of the overarching triangle – a conceptual iron triangle if ever there was one – in the last decade, governments in various Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries have worked to change the nature of choice as a new variable in this calculus with the objective of ameliorating the tensions of the problematic equilibrium of each system.

The common shorthand used to categorise systems is between the Beveridge and Bismarck models. The archetypal Beveridge model is the traditional system of the United Kingdom, of a single payer, financed by national taxation, with a National Health Service in which providers of publicly financed services are owned publicly, and access to hospital specialists is typically by referral via a general practitioner (GP). The archetypal Bismarck model is the traditional system of Germany, financed by multiple insurers, with employer-based schemes supplemented by the state, in which providers are privately owned and patients have direct access to specialists. We discuss below the important variations within these broad categories and these variations are further explored by Or et al. (2010). In this special issue, we consider three sets of government choice policies that reflect fundamental differences between the different systems, in terms of their capacity to control total expenditure on health care and the nature of choices to which people have become accustomed.

First, governments in countries with the Beveridge model (England, Denmark and Sweden), which have been relatively successful at controlling total expenditure
on health care and have traditionally given limited choice to their patients, because they have relied on their GP as the gatekeeper, guide and coordinator of their health care (the extent to which GPs actually fulfil these roles varies). In this set of countries, the emphasis is on increasing choice of hospital for elective care (Bevan and van de Ven, 2010; Dixon et al., 2010; Or et al., 2010).

Second, governments in countries with systems closer to the Bismarck than Beveridge model (France or Germany), which have experienced problems in controlling total expenditure on health care and their populations traditionally have had no choice of insurer, but free choice of specialist or GP. In these countries, governments are seeking to reduce choice of specialists by types of ‘soft’ gatekeeping (Or et al., 2010).

Third, the Netherlands, which has a Bismarck model, but has been relatively successful at controlling total expenditure on health care, has introduced choice of insurer and with more information for patients on choice of provider (Bevan and van de Ven, 2010; Dixon et al., 2010).

This special issue also includes a paper that explores a complication for governments from legal challenges to policies that restrict publicly financed choice, judges’ decisions on individual cases may have far-reaching systemic consequences (in the European Union (EU) and Canada; Flood and Haugan, 2010); and a commentary that explores the implications of the fraught and complex nature of choices between insurers and providers of health care for designing effective choice policies (Schlesinger, 2010).

Therefore, one of the tensions constantly at play in this issue is the use of increasing choice to improve access (e.g. by reducing waiting times) and through competition to improve quality, and reducing choice in order to reduce costs (guided or misguided as that may be).

**Definitions, or … what are we really talking about?**

Let us start with definitions, to help ensure that we are all talking about the same thing in this special issue.

**Equity**

Conceptually, equity is the state of something being fair. It is also, therefore, closely associated with the ideals of justice and impartiality. However, equity is a proportional criterion; it refers to the equivalence of efforts or sacrifices on the one side and rewards on the other. In health care, the basic sense of equity has to do with the (un)fairness of treating people’s health (or sickness) without prejudice. Secondary or tertiary attributes are those that are not directly tied to the state of the given person’s health at that moment. The starting point is that a system that excludes many people from access to basic care (which may be hard to define, but this is ultimately the result of collective choice processes for which
we reserve the term democratic choice) cannot be characterised as equitable. A further distinction in the case of health care can be made between horizontal equity in access, referring to an equal amount of supply for equal needs, and vertical equity in ability to pay, which is related to income. Equity of access denotes the ability or right to enter a system according to need and not according to the ability to pay, social class or where people live. Need can be defined in terms of being sick or capacity to benefit from health care (including palliative care), and these different definitions may mean different choices in giving priority to those who need care.

Access is a highly differentiated concept because healthcare systems are all complex and institutionally nuanced in their levels and categories of services, both vertically and horizontally. The well-established link between poverty and ill health means that even in systems of health care that strive for equity in access there is inequity in outcomes (as in England; Bevan, 2009). The policy objective of equity provides the rationale of government’s central involvement in health care. Even if most of the healthcare systems do not satisfy the economic criterion of being a public good, many societies choose to treat it as one. Access also creates problems, insofar as the most of the costs of health care typically are paid not at the point of consumption, but are essentially financed by transfer payments from those who can pay (the young, healthy and rich) to those who are in need (the old, sick and poor; Evans, 1987).

Cost

The problems of financing the costs of health care have complex ramifications on every system and certainly on all of the systems included in this special issue. Governments worry about escalating expenditure of health care, but not, for example, on computers, because the latter is the outcome of myriad decisions in competitive markets where the cost of a computer is paid when it is bought. As Arrow (1963) highlighted, health care differs from other commodities because it is uncertain, costly and there is information asymmetry. Moreover, it is because modern governments are implicated to such an all-encompassing degree in paying for health care that the question of what it costs is inevitably politicised.

Some also argue that the way in which health care is financed creates the well-known problem of ‘moral hazard’ in insurance, to which the conventional insurance solution is the user charges of some kind. The efficacy of user charges for health care is contested; however, information asymmetry means that doctors, rather than patients, make decisions on demand and supply (Evans, 1987). User charges bring administrative costs and create the problem of reconciling two conflicting objectives: setting charges high enough to cover the administrative costs and deter patients from ‘unnecessary’ demands, but not so high that charges become a barrier to timely access to ‘necessary’ needs (where doctors are
better placed to distinguish between the ‘unnecessary’ and the ‘necessary’). The famous RAND health insurance experiment, which, it is argued, still speaks to the current healthcare debate although it was completed in 1982 (Brook et al., 2006), produced strong evidence of the disadvantages of cost sharing; in that study, visits were reduced indiscriminately (whether care is needed or not), while having little effect on costs once care was sought.

Making services free (or heavily subsidised) at the point of access means that we lack the feedback of normal markets that tell providers of services where the value of what they supply does and does not exceed what consumers are willing to pay. Hence, there is no such information for health care, and where demand exceeds supply, other kinds of rationing than by price emerge, such as long waiting times, which may result in inequity. Even within publicly financed systems, the articulate well-educated middle classes tend to be more skilful users of ‘free’ systems and are able to use ‘sharp elbows’ to achieve better access (Le Grand, 2007). Where they have access to private services, this offers them an escape from suffering long waiting times. Therefore, many suggest that there is intrinsic conflict in publicly financed health care, which aims to be comprehensive, between equity and high quality (Weale, 1998). It is not possible to finance publicly an affordable comprehensive service available for all that meets the demands of the rich for a high-quality service. If the quality of public health care is perceived to be unsatisfactory, then whatever policies governments adopt, they confront serious problems. If government policy is permissive to the development of privately financed health care, this will be used by the rich, who will increasingly resist paying for a public service that they do not use. This will have a further deleterious impact: as Richard Titmuss observed, ‘Another element is the historical evidence we have that separate discriminatory services for poor people have always tended to be poor quality services’ (Alcock et al., 2001: 121). This can create a vicious circle. If governments seek to escape from it by a policy that legislates against the development of privately financed health care, failures of public services can result in this legislation being challenged (Flood and Haugan, 2010).

Hence, financing the costs of an equitable system raises a series of contested issues about the public/private mix of health care: Ought public funding entail a defined basic minimal package of services? Ought individuals be allowed to buy privately more services or at higher quality (including more rapid access) or both? Ought individuals be allowed at the same time to receive publicly funded medical and nursing care and pay privately for high-cost drugs (e.g. for cancers), which are not publicly funded (Richards, 2008)?

2 This is often taken to mean ‘Show me a service that only the poor use and I will show you a poor service’. The actual observation cited in this paper was originally made by Richard Titmuss in a lecture he delivered to the British National Conference on Social Welfare in 1967. We are grateful to Howard Glennerster for giving us the origins of this citation.
During the fiscal crises of the late 1970s and early 1980s, the model in which
government acted as insurer in a single-payer system offered the attraction of a
capacity to contain the total costs of health care. This was demonstrated in a series
of papers by Evans and others that examined the natural experiment offered by the
introduction of universal coverage in Canada (Evans, 1987; Evans et al., 1989;
Evans et al., 1991). Before 1971, there were strong similarities in the arrangements
for the financing and delivery of health care in Canada and the United States. After
1971, all the Canadian provinces had universal coverage through a single-payer
system and hospital services became free at the point of delivery; but the United
States continued with incomplete coverage and high user charges. These two
systems had similar total expenditure on health care as a percentage of GDP in the
1960s and up to 1971, when Canada spent 7.2% and the United States 7.3% of
GDP on health care (OECD, 2008). After 1971, there was continued escalation
of total expenditure in the United States and relative cost control in Canada. The
most recent data, for 2007, give total spend on health care as a percentage of GDP
to have been 10.1% in Canada and 16.0% in the United States (OECD, 2008). For
the countries included in this issue, the percentages were (from highest to lowest):
France 11.0%, Germany 10.4%, Denmark 9.8%, the Netherlands 9.8%, Sweden
9.1% and the United Kingdom 8.4%.

It is believed and commonly found that Beveridge single-payer systems per-
form better on cost control than Bismarck multiple payer systems (Or et al.,
2010), and this is illustrated by differences between the United Kingdom and
Germany. The United Kingdom has been an exemplar of tight cost control
(exceptionally, the fiscal crises of the UK National Health Services (NHS) have
been those not of cost escalation, but of ‘underfunding’, see Bevan and
Robinson, 2005). Germany has consistently spent a relatively high percentage
of its GDP on health care and had problems in bringing this expenditure under
control. Health care in Denmark and Sweden is based on the Beveridge model,
but traditionally managed and financed by local government, not by central
government, whereas in the Netherlands, it is based on the Bismarck model. The
Netherlands, however, spends a similar percentage of its GDP on health care to
that of Denmark and Sweden. Hence, differences within the broad categories of
the families of Bismarck and Beveridge models may be as important as the
differences between these categories. Tuohy (2008) has also highlighted that of
the top six countries in terms of public expenditure as a percentage of GDP in
2005 (excluding Iceland), three are Bismarckian (France, Germany and Austria)
and three are Beveridgian, but highly decentralised in both raising revenue and
in expenditure (Norway, Denmark and Sweden). This led her to pose the
question: does this mean willingness to pay publicly for health care is greater
where funds are raised and spent by a body predominantly identified with health
care? So is the key to cost control that this is exercised by central government? In
the Netherlands, unlike in France and Germany, macro healthcare spending is
contained by cost control through a combination of corporatist and etatist
governance arrangements (Helderman et al., 2005). Hence, will the introduction of ‘soft gatekeeping’ in France and Germany improve cost control without involving the government in determining macro healthcare spending?

**Efficiency**

There are two desirable types of efficiency that ought to be sought by systems of health care: technical (for a given service achieving the same quality at reduced costs or higher quality at lower cost) and allocative (organising the optimal mix of services). Perfect markets achieve both: consumers allocate their spending to maximise their utility, and they choose between competing providers. This consumer choice drives providers to continue to seek technical efficiency (or be forced to exit the market). But, separation between finance and consumption in systems of health care creates problems over how expenditure ought to be allocated between different types of services. An absence of choice and competition removes pressure on providers to seek technical efficiency. The predictable outcomes of such systems are that supply reflects past allocations of resources, that there are shortages in supply (illustrated by long queues), and that, for similar types of care, there are endemic variations (in supply, quality and costs). Governments discover, however, that when they try to introduce competition, they often experience problems in allowing one of the key drivers of efficient markets to occur: for failing insurers or hospitals simply to exit the market.

Governments that have succeeded in securing a degree of control over the costs of health care have faced problems over quality. In health care, quality refers to both the degree of excellence of the service provided and the speed of access. As such, it is perforce a concept rooted in relativity; excellence as compared to what? Quality is a highly differentiated concept in healthcare systems, because health care is complex and customised. Within, say, the production of cars, certain manufacturers achieve an enviable reputation for high quality of all their products. It is much harder to ensure high quality across services provided by autonomous professionals delivering primary or acute hospital care; indeed, it is common to have services of varying quality within the same primary care organisation or hospital. Therefore, ‘higher’ quality may characterize one level or category of care, whereas ‘lower’ quality may characterize another level or category of the very same system.

By the late 1980s, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands were looking for ways to improve the efficiency of their systems of health care. Each sought to introduce competition, based on the ideas of Alain Enthoven (1978, 1980 and 1985), between providers in an internal market in the United Kingdom (Bevan and Robinson, 2005) and between sickness funds in the Netherlands (Helderman et al., 2005). The idea of an internal market was widely copied in other countries. Competition failed to materialise substantively in the internal market in the United Kingdom (Ham, 1996), and paradoxically successive
ministers of Conservative governments claimed, in retrospect, that they had not sought to introduce competition into the NHS (Ham, 2000). The Labour government, following the 1997 election, nevertheless, made great rhetorical play of abandoning ‘competition’ in the search of a ‘third way’ (Bevan and Robinson, 2005). The government maintained the purchaser–provider split and later re introduced the idea of competition with patient choice. Following a devolution to the countries of the United Kingdom, England has become the odd man out (Greer, 2008); Scotland (Woods, 2001) and Wales (Welsh Assembly Government, 2008) have abandoned the idea of competition and the purchaser–provider split. Introducing competition between sickness funds in the Netherlands, with the objective of maintaining the principle of solidarity, required the design of a system of regulation to counter ‘cream skimming’. As a consequence, progress in the Netherlands was initially very slow; but, there has been consistent development and implementation of that policy (Helderman et al., 2005; Bevan and van de Ven, 2010). Belgium, Germany, Israel and Switzerland are also developing systems of insurer competition (van de Ven et al., 2007).

Choice

Insofar as choice is an attribute of any system, it implies a selection of alternatives. We have no choice if we cannot pick. We may choose A over B, or B over A, to accomplish a given objective. The choice between these alternatives implies both a meaningful difference and a meaningful similarity. Similarly, both choices are reasonable alternatives offered to achieve the goal. Choosing A over B, or vice versa, makes a difference in some aspect of the path towards the objective or in the final character of the objective obtained.

Of all the nuanced concepts at play presented in this special issue, choice is perhaps the most complex of all in its interlocking, overlapping, exclusionary and cascading effects on other variables of the system (Schlesinger, 2010). In democratic, capitalist and welfare states, citizens have substantial political and economic freedoms. Next to the mechanism of ‘voice’, the possibility to choose and to fulfil our own preferences is essential for the legitimacy of these systems, with choice being an end in itself (the evaluative reason). But, choice is also seen by some as one of the most effective instruments for enhancing the responsiveness of governments and markets to the needs and demands of their citizens and consumers (the effectiveness reason; Le Grand, 2007). As Schlesinger (2010) points out, ‘choice’ may enhance the power of ‘voice’. It is only by means of a subtle combination of the mechanisms of ‘voice’ and ‘exit’ in all sorts of social spheres and institutional arrangements that we can arrive at a high degree of loyalty and solidarity. As argued above, there are problems if the rich pay taxes for, but do not use, publicly financed services.

The issue of choice raises a number of troubling questions (Schlesinger, 2010). Does the very availability of choice make those that choose better off, no matter
what their choice among the available alternatives is? Does choice mainly accomplish the goals of those who decide which alternatives to make available, by subtly structuring outcomes through seemingly unfettered choice, which is in fact considerably fettered after all? What are the collective consequences of individual choices? Can structuring alternatives from which to choose serve to lower costs systemically through competition? Or does providing alternatives increase costs by requiring increases in the availability of supply, or removing or restricting the ability of third parties to control costs? Is choice a good in itself? Does it do good? Ought it be controlled?

The arguments over policies to increase choice are not over the evaluative reason, but over the effectiveness reason. Will these policies result in health care, through careful design, mimicking the desirable characteristics of normal markets (of improvements over time in responsiveness, or improving quality or reducing costs or a combination of these), without the undesirable characteristics of the consequences of relying on the price mechanism? For these beneficial outcomes, choice needs to be available and to be exercised. The United States is perhaps the country with most consumer-oriented arrangements for health care, and, for those with insurance coverage, there is choice of both health plan and provider, although choice of the former has implications for the choice of the latter (Schlesinger, 2010). A systematic review of the US literature has found mixed evidence of the impacts of public reporting on both kinds of choices (Fung et al., 2008). This evidence raises questions about the effectiveness of increasing choice in countries where this is a novelty. There are also questions over how far ‘consumers’ of health care ought to be empowered to exercise choice; should this be limited, as in England, to publicly financed providers on grounds of quality for the same types of care at the same price (i.e technical efficiency)? Bevan and van de Ven (2010) explore the implications of introducing choice and competition between purchasers in the English NHS based on the Dutch reforms. One question is whether to allow choice to extend, as in the Netherlands, to the option of buying supplementary health insurance (on top of the mandatory basic health insurance package) so that those able to spend more can top up the public element to buy additional services or more choice. Such policies are likely to raise problems of creating inequities of access depending on ability to pay. We have three different kinds of choice policy experiments taking place.

First, in the Beveridge systems policies in England followed those in Denmark and Sweden to emphasise choice as a means of introducing incentives for improving quality and reducing waiting times (Secretary of State for Health, 2002; Or et al., 2010). Within England (Bevan and van de Ven, 2010; Dixon et al., 2010), the emphasis is on patient’s choice between public and private providers in a quasi market; those who want to pay more have to opt out of the NHS and pay the full costs of private care. Patient’s choice is seen as key to delivering responsive, patient-centred services by offering powerful incentives
for providers to improve the quality of their services. There are four principal elements to these reforms: a national electronic booking system (‘Choose and Book’); increasing the range of providers available (through Independent Sector Treatment Centres); a website providing information on available services and comments posted by users (NHS choices); and a payment system based on Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRGs) (‘Payment by Results’) in which hospitals are paid the same rate for the same type of case, with the idea that providers will compete on the basis of quality. A recent authoritative report (Audit Commission and Healthcare Commission, 2008; Bevan, 2008) found that there was strong evidence that ‘patients wanted a high quality, local hospital that they could access’ (where ‘local’ would typically mean the nearest acute hospital), but not that the choice policy had caused hospitals to improve and hence bring this about. The report identified both difficulties in implementing choice and a lack of detailed information about it (Dixon et al., 2010), and found ‘no evidence that the choice policy was resulting in significant changes for the patient or to patient’s pathways’, suggesting that it was not driving improvements in quality by provider competition.

Second, within the Bismarck system of the Netherlands, the emphasis is on a system that reimburses choices made by individuals between insurers that compete in offering different packages in terms of payments (including co-payments) and coverage. Insurers in turn are empowered to contract selectively with providers. The competitive trick in the Dutch health insurance system is that, if health insurers are able to manage health care more efficiently than their competitors, then they can make more profit, or charge a lower premium and thus attract more enrollees. There are mandatory open enrolment periods on an annual basis, during which enrollees are free to choose another health insurer at its prevailing community-rated premium with insurers’ incomes adjusted by a risk equalisation scheme (to counter ‘cream skimming’; Helderman et al., 2005). Although health insurers have been given the freedom to contract with selected providers and to negotiate contractual arrangements, selective contracting has remained a marginal phenomenon; this instrument has been restricted to maternity care, physiotherapy and ambulatory psychological care. One reason for this is that insurers are afraid of losing customers when they actually restrict their choice of provider (Bevan and van de Ven, 2010; van de Ven et al., 2009: 110).

Third, within the Bismarck systems of France and Germany, there has been the introduction of a policy of ‘soft gatekeeping’ as a means to restrict choice (Or et al., 2010), which may alter the ways in which patients select their primary care physician (Schlesinger, 2010).

It would be worth knowing more about how the traditional arrangements of choice for patients evolved in different countries, how these features of totemic significance were influenced by the developments of the medical profession, and hence their influence on the ‘accidental logics’ of the different systems. Carolyn Tuohy (Tuohy, 1999) has argued that a country’s system of health care reflects
the ‘accidental logics’ of the political history of its creation; and this ‘logic’ then constrains subsequent developments so that these become path dependent. One crucial influence on choice has been the development of the medical professions. The different systems of the United Kingdom (Stevens, 2003) and the United States (Starr, 1982) can be seen to have been shaped by the different arrangements made for paying GPs and decisions on whether they were or were not allowed to care for their patients when they were admitted to ‘voluntary’ (i.e. not state financed) hospitals (Stevens, 2003: 32). In the United Kingdom, the referral system was established by the end of the 19th century so that ‘The physician and surgeon retained the hospital, but the general practitioner retained the patient’ (Stevens, 2003: 33, emphasis in the original). The outcome was the great and abiding division in British medicine between specialists and GPs (Honigsbaum, 1979). In the United States, in the early 20th century, financing the development of ‘voluntary’ hospitals required patients who could afford to pay for this care, who were looked after by GPs. Therefore, GPs were allowed to admit patients to hospital, and the outcome was that the dominant model of US medicine is of specialists working from their own offices with admitting rights to hospitals (Starr, 1982: 162–169).

In the Bismarck countries, the nature of choice that patients had depended to a large extent on the historical structure of the sickness funds (whether they were regionalised or not) and the position that medical doctors (GPs and specialists) had in the administration of the sickness funds and the non-profit hospitals. Moreover, in a country like France, for example, as physicians in the 1930s were highly organised, they were able to insist on a fee-for-service payment system for ambulatory care, as a condition for their cooperation in a modest early effort to collectivise health care. This made it quite difficult even much later in the 20th century for the French state to envision attempting to change it (Wilsford, 1989). Indeed, the whole matter of path dependence of healthcare policy is deeply anchored in all the countries that we study here, not that it is inevitable. Under certain careful conditions, substantial change can occur, as we have seen over 20 years in the Netherlands (Bevan and van de Ven, 2010). But, substantial changes onto new policy trajectories are nonetheless rare, compared with the dragging weight of the past on the efforts of any new reform (cf. Wilsford, 1995). How easy is it for people in societies brought up within the tradition of a NHS model to develop, implement and make use of choice of provider? There is weak evidence that so far this matters to patients in England: what they want is a good local hospital. In France and Germany, are people troubled by the policy of ‘soft gatekeeping’ (Or et al., 2010)? In the Netherlands, do people value choice between insurers and choice between tailor-made insurance packages? In the first year (2006), 18% of the Dutch population did choose another insurer (although nearly half of these were part of collective contracts between their employer and health insurers). In 2007, only 4% changed their insurer. Have these various policies secured such commitment to
increased choice or acceptance of restricted choice to the extent that these countries are moving onto new policy paths?

As Simon (1997) pointed out many years ago, the psychology of administrative decisions means that individuals lack complete knowledge of the available options and have to rely on their imagination to anticipate what they are likely to experience from the few options of which they are aware. He described such actual behaviour as ‘satisficing’ with bounded rationality rather than trying to optimise with a completely specified decision tree. Thaler and Sunstein (2008) have recently contrasted the behavioural model of decision-making of econs (economic man), as assumed in conventional micro-economics, with that of humans, from empirical evidence of actual decisions from the literature on carefully designed psychological experiments. Schlesinger (2010) points out that, for complex problems under conditions of bounded rationality, individual decision-making is liable to potential biases that need to be identified and taken into account. Choices in health care ‘are immensely complex and fraught with emotional connotations, precisely the circumstances under which these decision pathologies are most likely to emerge’ (Schlesinger, 2010).

Policies to increase consumer choice, as described in this special issue and in the academic literature, have focused principally on providing standardized information on the comparative performance of clinicians and insurers; engaging primary care physicians to assist their patients in their choice of specialists and hospitals, or both. However, Schlesinger points out that under conditions of bounded rationality, a third option would be of greatest value, namely funding third parties (e.g. patient navigators, information help lines) to help patients find relevant information and negotiate their way through the healthcare system. This was exceptionally a characteristic of the successful London Patient Choice Project, which was facilitated by Patient Care Advisors. They contacted patients who had been waiting a long time by phone or letter to offer them the option of going to an alternative hospital where they would be treated more quickly, answered their questions, and if the patient agreed to accept the offer of an alternative, made the necessary arrangements, offered continued telephone contact with the patient and provided support if any problems occurred and informed the patient’s GP. Two-thirds of those who were offered the opportunity to go to an alternative hospital for shorter waiting times chose to do so (Coulter et al., 2005). The choice policy as subsequently implemented in England, however, lacks such a facilitator (Dixon et al., 2010).

Furthermore, for econs, if some choice is good, then more must be better; for humans, bounded rationality means that ‘although some choice is undoubtedly better than none, more is not always better than less’ (Schwartz, 2004). The choice policy in England was developed from offering patients a choice between four and five secondary providers to virtually any provider. As Schlesinger argues, this expansion of the choice set can undermine the cognitive capacity for making coherent decisions.
This special issue explores dilemmas and the problematic decision environments that surround and envelop changing policies for choices in health care, the contradictory character of instruments and goals, and the on-going shifting tensions inherent in these policies being played out within the triangle of equity, efficiency and cost, which characterize this era’s macro-policy health universes in the developed countries. The following four papers give empirical evidence on the current state of choice policies in seven countries: Canada, Denmark, England, France, Germany, Sweden and the Netherlands. We have aimed in this editorial to explore conceptual difficulties from the various choice policies. The final paper, a commentary by Schlesinger, draws on research into the complexities of framing choices for health care to reflect on the different countries’ policies.

Despite the attraction of choice and competition for contemporary health care reformers, there is considerable scepticism about the instrumental and institutional feasibility of the choice-enhancing mechanism of the market as a governance arrangement in health care. From the 1960s until at least the mid-1980s, Kenneth Arrow’s seminal paper about uncertainty and information asymmetry in the medical care market served as a defining paradigm of the developing subdiscipline of health economics, with the policy implication that any medical market would be inequitable and inefficient (Arrow, 1963). Robert Evans (Evans, 1981) and Alain Enthoven (Enthoven, 1981) each identified varieties of integration between insurance and the provision of health care as a way of tackling the problems that Arrow identified. These alternatives included the idea of the Health Maintenance Organisation, where the seller of insurance integrates forward into health care; or where government takes over the insurance function. In the latter case, the role of government, as in Canada, may be limited to insurance, or as in the Beveridge systems in Europe, include also taking over the responsibility for running services.

Donald Light has argued that the current appeal to competition in health care is mainly politically and ideologically informed, not supported by any scientific evidence, and therefore potentially devastating in its consequences: ‘The myth of efficiency, productivity, and accountability trumps the myth of trustworthy expertise applied altruistically to the needs of patient … client, I mean customers. It is the master myth of society’ (Light, 2000: 971). As Robert Evans (2005: 286) graphically described, trying to sustain solidarity in a market-like environment requires such a strong and sophisticated regulation that it resembles trying to ride North on a South-bound horse. The creation of choice-enhancing institutional arrangements within systems that can contain costs and promote equity continues to be a major challenge. Perhaps the reason why policies of increasing choice continue to be popular in the absence of compelling evidence of benefits is that the alternative option of more supply-side regulation is seen to be even more unattractive.

Juran (1988) pointed out that ‘every system is perfectly designed to achieve exactly the results it gets’. Each government naturally wants to remedy its
systemic weaknesses in health care as compared with other countries. Problems arise when what is desired entails fundamental changes to the accidental logics of systems as they have developed in different countries. The English system is designed to achieve equity of access and macro-cost containment in a vertical hierarchical state, which creates tensions with trying to introduce choice horizontally in a more competitive (market-like) system arrangement. In France and Germany, there appears to be an assumption that gatekeeping is one reason for England’s comparative ease in containing costs, but that is only one element of the English system. In France and Germany, because choice is seen as a right, the only feasible systemic change appears to be ‘soft gatekeeping’, that is, people can choose (at a price) whether they want to use, or avoid using, a ‘gatekeeper’. More generally, governments that are expected to guarantee universal access, whatever the arrangements, can only allow healthcare markets to develop in insurance and delivery subject to strong regulation vis-a-vis exit; hence these markets will always lack the dynamism of normal markets where those that fail exit the market.

Where objectives conflict, they may need to be ranked hierarchically. The commitment that health care ought to be available according to need suggests that choice ought to be subordinated to equity of access. If some citizens (as is likely) have more choice than others, this threatens the principle of solidarity. Many years ago Wildavsky observed ‘the rich don’t like waiting, the poor don’t like high prices, and those in the middle tend to complain about both’ (Wildavsky, 1979: 285). Through the cross-national research reported herein, we and our contributors seek to instruct both ourselves and relevant decision agents about the ongoing dilemmas and opportunities that face health policy in the OECD countries today. It is not easy, but we hope that this collective cross-national dialogue will push – or at least nudge – better policies along in a variety of national environments.
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